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Mechanism  

Within our grievance framework, our primary concern is to safeguard the rights and wellbeing of any 
person who has raised the grievance. We want to have in place effective grievance mechanisms to 
remedy adverse human rights impacts, but recognise that this is complex and challenging especially 
for the size of our business. Al coffee producers within our supply chain are expected to sign and agree 
to our Code of Conduct for Ethical Sourcing. This requires producers to have their own effective 
grievance mechanisms in place and we encourage the use of these as a first-step to settle complaints. 
Workers are best placed to raise issues with management and potentially solve a dispute as it is 
occurring. 

What is a grievance? 

A grievance is a report of a violation against our Code of Conduct that has occurred in our supply chain 
and has a direct adverse human rights impact. The complaint should be evidence based. This means 
that the complainant should be able to produce sufficient information to demonstrate the relevance and 
seriousness of the complaint. 

After all local remediation and grievance mechanisms have been exhausted, an individual or 
organisation can make a complaint so long as either they are directly affected by the issue. 

How to raise a grievance?  

Concerns may be reported during site visits to one of Union’s representatives. Complaints can be 
emailed to voice@unionroasted.com, or raised confidentially over the phone, contact number +44 207 
474 8990. 

We endeavour to acknowledge receipt of all emails received into this mailbox within 2 working days (5 
working days if in a language other than English). 

Investigating & understanding concerns 

All issues and concerns raised via the above mechanism are reviewed by a senior manager in the 
Union Hand Roasted Coffee (UHRC) team. 

Our goal will be to assess and then investigate all legitimate complaints and promote their resolution in 
the quickest possible timeframe. The complaint will be considered to have been resolved at an initial 
stage if and when the parties agree on a plan for remedial action to address the issue. Complaints vary 
in scale, complexity and geographical origin so it is not possible to say how long it will take to reach a 
resolution. We will, however, always strive to keep all parties regularly informed of the steps that are 
being taken and the results of the process.  

Our standard process steps are detailed below: 
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1. Initial assessment of the complaint  
• Gather information from all parties in a timely manner 
• Establish the legitimacy and scale of the alleged problem: • Size of our operation 

where the complaint has occurred • How many employees, workers • How has the 
community been impacted?  • How serious is the breach? • Is the grievance being 
pursued by other means? Has a formal grievance with the employer been lodged? • 
Has the issue been raised before? • What is the preferred solution: what do the 
complainants want to happen to remedy the situation? 

 
2. Internal investigation which may involve independent 3rd party:  

• Assess evidence that confirms the complaints are founded - Interview relevant parties 
• Identify if the issues were still current or if effective corrective actions had occurred 
• Understand if all local and site-based remediation and grievance mechanisms have 

been exhausted already. If not, complainant should follow these before being passed 
to Union Hand Roasted Coffee.  

 
3. Consultation and mediation – following receipt of information from all parties, Union Hand-

Roasted Coffee where appropriate will seek to promote discussion and dialogue between the 
relevant parties, using the criteria below:  

• Ideally all appropriate parties should meet in person or by teleconference to talk 
about the issues 

• All relevant information should be shared 
• Once communication channels are open and a degree of trust established, some 

issues are best addressed though bilateral dialogue between parties, rather than 
requiring Union’s involvement 

• A time period and monitoring plan must be assigned to all corrective actions and 
other outcomes, including responsibility for monitoring.  

 
4. If no agreement is forthcoming within a reasonable period of time and the investigation has 

been thorough and all available options have been exhausted, Union reserves the right to 
decide on its actions in relation to the complaint. 
 

5. In certain issues, which may be outside our influence therefore we may seek to engage with 
third party or refer the case to independent legal team or Local government body. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 


